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he year is 1870, the place is Kansas, and

the hero is Bat Masterson. As Liberal’s new

sheriff, he must bring the rowdy cowtown

under control. But an evil cattle baron plots

the lawman’s demise even as he vows to

tame its mean streets. Is Bat doomed? Can he make the

town safe? In the end, will good triumph over evil? 

You don’t have to see the movie Trail Street to know

the guy in the white hat wins. In fact, if you’ve seen one

1940s Western, you’ve pretty much seen them all. The

genre’s strength is in fast-paced action rather than creative

plots. And if gunfights, chases, and a little romance are

your idea of a good time, then these movies are bound to

please.

Kansas was the subject of many films during the

Western’s heyday (1930s–1950s), when Hollywood writ-

ers and directors had just enough knowledge of the state’s

history to be dangerous. They inserted famous people and

place-names into a formulaic outline, blurring the line be-

tween “reel” and “real” history. Thus, generations of youth

who spent Saturday afternoons at the local theater came

to believe that Bleeding Kansas and the Civil War were

one and the same, Jesse James was just an unfortunate vic-

tim of circumstance, and longhorns still roamed the

streets of Dodge City.

“REAL” TO “REEL” HISTORY—THAT WAS

THE FORMULA DURING THE HEYDAY OF

THE HOLLYWOOD WESTERN. AND IN THE

FANTASTICAL MIX OF GUNFIGHTS AND

FISTFIGHTS, GOOD GUYS AND BAD, KANSAS

OFTEN PLAYED A STARRING ROLE.

(TOP) DRAMATIC SCENE FROM A REB RUSSELL

WESTERN. (LEFT) IN THE 1950 FILM GUNMEN OF

ABILENE, POPULAR “B” WESTERN STAR ROCKY

LANE (AS A U.S. MARSHAL) AND HIS FAMOUS

HORSE BLACK JACK ARE SENT TO CLEAN UP A

REIGN OF OUTLAW TERROR IN ABILENE.

by Rebecca Martin

Shootouts,
Showdowns, &

Barroom Brawls
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This fictional
Kansas shaped how
generations viewed the
Old West. Scripts for
Westerns followed pat-
terns based on moviego-
ers’ expectations. The
plots varied slightly
(two favorites are
Quantrill’s raid and
farmers versus cow-
boys), but typically all
featured showdowns,
fistfights, and snappy
dialogue. The following
are a few other devices
common to mid-twenti-
eth-century Westerns.

GUNFIGHTS
It’s hard to imagine

a Western without a
duel in the sun, and the
cachet of Kansas’s best-
known cattle towns
proved irresistible to
scriptwriters. Abilene,
Wichita, Dodge City,
even Topeka (not a
cowtown at all) repeat-
edly host the same basic
plot—lawman battles
lawbreaker while inno-
cent citizens get caught
in the crossfire. Even
the titles vary little from
movie to movie, making
it nearly impossible to
distinguish between
them: Gunmen of Abi-
lene (1950), Gunfighters
of Abilene (1960), Gun-
fight in Abilene (1967).

The last example in
this list features, of all
people, singer Bobby
Darin in the lead role of
Cal Wayne. During the
Civil War (in which he
fights for the Confeder-
acy), Wayne accidentally
shoots a childhood
friend from Abilene.
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This causes him to swear off gunplay forever. But when Wayne
returns to his hometown, the brother of his dead friend con-
vinces him to take on the job of sheriff. No movie marshal—
especially one in a film with “gunfight” in the title—has ever
tamed a cowtown without a gun, and our hero is no exception.
The final showdown sequence is unremarkable except for a
close-up of Wayne’s hand quivering hesitantly over the gun’s
grip. The suspense is palpable, and it makes the ending (that is,
bad guy gets what he deserves) even more satisfying.

CHASES
It’s an unwritten rule for Westerns that at least two chases

on horseback are mandatory, with five or more preferred. The
reasons for this are simple: the bad guy must escape the grasp of
the good guy for the sake of dramatic tension, and racing horses
are great fun to watch. It’s also entertaining to catch the same
chase clip repeated in a single film, although it often isn’t par-
ticularly challenging in “B” Westerns. In Topeka Terror and Des-
peradoes of Dodge City, for example, an identical wagon chase
depicts both the Oklahoma Land Rush and settlers escaping a
cowboy gang, respectively. The only difference is the addition of
gunshots on one audio track. What makes these clips truly an-
noying, though, are the jagged peaks of the Sierra Nevada
mountain range in the background. Kansas natives may have a
hard time forgiving such gaffes.

SIDEKICKS
Movie cowboys probably

would rank sidekicks in the
following order of preference:
horse, quirky old man,
woman, Indian. It’s a sad fact
that most Westerns never rise
above common stereotypes of
the 1930s and 1940s. Predat-
ing the era of civil rights and
feminism, they definitely are
products of their time.

And products of their
genre, too, for no self-respect-
ing cowboy could live without
his horse. One of the most
popular equine stars of “B”
Westerns was Black Jack, a
truly impressive specimen of
horseflesh. With his rider,
Allan “Rocky” Lane, Black
Jack performed incredible
chases and stunts. Black Jack
often received second billing
behind Lane; imagine the hu-
miliation of the rest of the
cast, listed below a horse in

the credits! But you only have to watch a Black Jack movie to
know the glory is justified. Black Jack is more fun than the bit
players, and he’s an equally good actor—in Desperadoes of Dodge
City, the horse fakes lameness to stop a stagecoach! 

Equine sidekicks aside, however, the treatment of blacks
and Native Americans is often shameful in Westerns, particu-
larly in early films. In The Kansan (1943), “Bones” is an African
American character who provides comic relief by cowering in a
corner during a gunfight. Blacks are portrayed less stereotypi-
cally in more recent films, influenced by the civil rights move-
ment of the 1960s and 1970s. One example is a recent
Quantrill’s raid film, Ride With the Devil (1999), where Daniel
Holt is an ex-slave who has chosen to stand against the Union
with a white friend (it is interesting to note that three black
men actually rode on Lawrence with Quantrill in 1863).

Native American characterizations, too, have changed for
the better over the years. White actors were cast as Indians in
many early Westerns. If they spoke at all, it was in broken Eng-
lish, and usually they were portrayed as thieves and killers.
Later films show Native Americans in a much more sympathet-
ic light. In The Outlaw Josey Wales (1976) the main character’s
extended family includes Lone Watie, probably based on Stand
Watie, chief of Southern Cherokees in Southeast Kansas and
the last Confederate general to surrender in the Civil War.
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THE TITLE OF THE 1955 FILM SEVEN ANGRY MEN

REFERS TO JOHN BROWN AND HIS SONS, BUT THE

MOVIE, SET IN BLEEDING KANSAS, IS MORE

ABOUT THE ROMANCE BETWEEN OWEN BROWN

(JEFFREY HUNTER) AND ELIZABETH CLARK

(DEBRA PAGET).

WOMEN PLAY GOOD GUYS, BAD GUYS, AND

EVERYTHING IN BETWEEN IN WOMAN THEY AL-
MOST LYNCHED, RELEASED IN 1953. KATE

QUANTRILL STARTS OUT BAD, BUT IN THE END

SAVES GOOD GIRL SALLY MARIS FROM BEING

LYNCHED. KATE RIDES OFF INTO THE SUNSET, AND

SALLY GETS THE GUY.

WYATT EARP (JOEL MCCREA) IS HIRED AS MAR-
SHAL TO CLEAN UP WICHITA, IN THE 1955 FILM BY

THE SAME NAME. EARP ALSO ROMANCES GOOD

GIRL LAURIE MCCOY (VERA MILES). VIEWERS OF

WICHITA WILL BE INTERESTED TO KNOW THAT

VERA MILES IS FROM WICHITA AND WON THE

MISS WICHITA AND MISS KANSAS PAGEANTS IN

1948.

IN THE 1953 FILM TOPEKA, BANK ROBBER JIM

LEVERING (WILD BILL ELLIOTT) FORCES A COM-
PETING GANG OUT OF TOWN. RESIDENTS MAKE

HIM SHERIFF, AND JIM DECIDES TO WALK THE

STRAIGHT AND NARROW.
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PLOT TWISTS
There are many “Huh?” moments for viewers of “B” Westerns, as the

stories twist and turn more than a rodeo bronc. It’s best not to waste time
pondering why the bad guy suddenly decides to turn good, because you’ll
just miss the next plot twist, and much of it makes no sense anyway. Char-
acter development is not a hallmark of the form.

One excellent example is from The Kansan (1943). Good guy John
Bonniwell, severely wounded while foiling a bank robbery, wakes from a
coma to discover the town has elected him sheriff. Witness the following
exchange from the movie:

Eleanor Sager: “Apparently John Bonniwell has just been elected Mar-
shal of Broken Lance.”

John Bonniwell: “But, that’s me!?”
The contemporary phrase “you snooze, you lose” applies perfectly to

this situation. Our hero is up to the challenge, however, and he faces off
with the bad guy. Alas, cleaning up the town does not come without cost,
for Bonniwell is shot a second time and sinks into yet another coma.
When he regains consciousness the final time, Bonniwell finds himself en-
gaged to be married. The good guy gets the horse, the job, and the girl—
the happiest of endings!

QUANTRILL
Although he’s not in every film, William Quantrill definitely is a Hol-

lywood staple. In “reel” history, though, Hollywood gets very little of the
story right. Even the raider’s name changes depending on the scriptwriter’s
whim. It’s Will Cantrell in Dark Command, John Quantrell in Red Moun-
tain, and Bill Quantrill in Kansas Pacific. Perhaps the most frustrating as-
pect of Hollywood’s spin on the Quantrill story is that the character usu-
ally is stripped of all political motivations. What’s left is just plain bad, or
if you prefer Ma Cantrell’s turn of phrase from Dark Command, “You’re
no good, Will!”

In real life William Quantrill cast his lot with the South at the out-
break of the Civil War. He brought guerrilla warfare to Kansas, first raid-
ing Aubry in 1862 with thirty men in his command. Raids continued
throughout the year, including one at Olathe in which several men were
killed. But Quantrill’s most famous (or infamous) success came in 1863
when he led his raiders against the city of Lawrence. In the end, more
than 150 Lawrence men died and 200 buildings were destroyed.

Dark Command (1940) is an interesting study for its characterization
of the notorious Confederate guerrilla. The film tells the story of William
Cantrell (nicely played by Walter Pidgeon) during the turbulent years of
Bleeding Kansas. A lowly schoolteacher in Lawrence, Cantrell decides to
act on his ambitions by running for sheriff. When he loses the election to
illiterate cowboy Bob Seton ( John Wayne), the villain vows revenge. He
forms a gang to terrorize people on both sides of the Kansas–Missouri
border as well as the Union–Confederacy conflict. The Cantrell/Quantrill
character is completely apolitical. He works raiders into a frenzy by
shouting, “You’re not fighting for the North, and you’re not fighting for
the South, but you’re fighting to take what’s coming to you.” The Civil
War, Cantrell explains, is only a conflict between the “fine gentlemen of
Kansas and Missouri.”

The sympathetic characters in Dark Command are all Southerners.
Only bad-guy Cantrell is from the North. Although African Americans
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appear in the household of the romantic lead (Claire Trevor), it’s never ex-
plained whether they are slaves or servants because the slavery conflict clearly
is not the subject of this film. The scriptwriters weren’t kidding when they
wrote in the opening titles, “Some portions of this photoplay are based upon
actual incidents” (emphasis added). Filled with nonsensical devices and
strange twists, Dark Command nevertheless thrills its viewers with fast chases
and breathtaking stunts.

THAT’S A “REAL” KANSAN!
Besides Quantrill, other figures from Kansas history appear frequently in

Westerns. Two favorites are Wyatt Earp and Bat Masterson. The historic
Earp’s story has been imaginatively adapted for the screen. Depicted as a
marshal in Abilene and Wichita in Badman’s Country (1958) and Wichita
(1955), respectively, he’s a man of action who keeps the cities safe from des-
peradoes. Earp’s real stay in Kansas was much more mundane. In Wichita he
was a policeman (never a marshal) who spent most of his time sweeping the
sidewalks and picking up dead animals. He never was a lawman in Abilene.
Fortunately, Hollywood usually focuses on Earp’s experiences in Tombstone,
thereby trampling Arizona history more frequently than Kansas’s.

Bat Masterson’s Kansas career appears in several films, but at least two of
them correctly depict incidents in his life. In Masterson of Kansas (1954), Bat
gives up his guns and moves East to become a newspaper reporter. In real life,
Masterson actually did become a New York sportswriter, dying at his type-
writer in 1921. In The Gunfight at Dodge City (1959), Bat’s brother is shot
while serving as marshal. This really happened to Ed Masterson in 1878.
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THE JAYHAWKERS, RELEASED IN 1959, TELLS THE

STORY OF LUKE DARCY, A BAD GUY WITH A BAD ATTI-
TUDE. HIS CHARACTER WAS INSPIRED BY THE REAL

WILLIAM QUANTRILL, AND THE FILM IS SET IN BLEED-
ING KANSAS, BUT THAT’S WHERE THE CONNECTION TO

KANSAS HISTORY ENDS.

THE 1940 FILM DARK COMMAND IS A STUDY OF THE

NOTORIOUS CONFEDERATE GUERRILLA WILLIAM

CANTRELL [QUANTRILL] DURING THE TURBULENT

YEARS OF BLEEDING KANSAS.

THE 1949 FILM SHERIFF OF WICHITA FEATURES

ROCKY LANE. DURING THE COURSE OF THIS COMPLI-
CATED FILM, ROCKY IS TRAPPED IN AN ABANDONED

FORT, UNCOVERS AN ARMY PAYROLL THAT’S BEEN

MISSING FOR YEARS, AND HELPS A WOMAN CATCH HER

FATHER’S MURDERER.

A BELGIAN POSTER FOR THE 1943 FILM THE

KANSAN (LE CAVALIER DU KANSAS). OFFERING A

MOST LUDICROUS PLOT, THE KANSAN CHRONICLES

GOOD GUY JOHN BONNIWELL WHO SURVIVES TWO

COMAS. HE AWAKES FROM THE FIRST TO FIND HIMSELF

ELECTED TOWN MARSHAL, AND FROM THE SECOND TO

LEARN HE’S NOT ONLY “GOT THE GIRL,” HE’S ENGAGED

TO HER!



The Western genre migrated to television when that medi-
um appeared in the 1950s, and both Earp and Masterson were
TV good guys. The Life and Legend of Wyatt Earp (1955–1961)
featured Hugh O’Brien and an assortment of sidekicks defeat-
ing criminals in Kansas and Arizona. In Bat Masterson
(1958–1961), Gene Barry doesn’t confine his good works to
Kansas either. He travels the West, disarming bad guys with his
wit and a cane. Neither series was much concerned with the
historic facts behind these historic figures’ lives.

TV’s longest running Western was Gunsmoke (1955–1975).
Marshal Matt Dillon, Miss Kitty, Doc, and Festus capably han-
dled all the usual Western situations—gunfights, disagreements
between cowboys and farmers, bank robberies, and saloon
brawls. People all over the world undoubtedly think they know
Dodge City history from watching these entirely fictional char-
acters.

The mishmash of “real” and “reel” in Westerns doesn’t,
however, interfere with their enjoyment. They still have wide
appeal, and usually nearly everything about them is transparent.
The dialogue is easy to understand, the bad guy’s motives are
obvious, and good acts are rewarded. Look for some of these ti-
tles at your local library or video store. Most of them are avail-
able on videotape or DVD. They all feature Kansas themes or
subjects—but don’t expect to see genuine Sunflower State land-
scapes.

Dodge City (1939)
This film was one of two Westerns whose world pre-
mier was in Kansas. Stars Errol Flynn, Olivia de Hav-
illand, and others were greeted in Dodge City, where
the movie first showed on April 1, 1939. A full house
listened as one of the film characters exclaims, “We’re
used to death here in Dodge City.” It’s no wonder, be-
cause this film packs four gunfights, three murders, a
cattle stampede, and two attempted hangings into one
hundred minutes. Watch it for good performances and
one of the best saloon brawls on screen.

Dark Command (1940)
John Wayne and Claire Trevor star in this imaginative
version of Quantrill’s raid on Lawrence. Roy Rogers
also has an early credited role as Trevor’s younger
brother. Dark Command also premiered in Kansas. Cit-
izens turned out in force to welcome Wayne, Walter
Pidgeon, and other stars at Topeka’s Dickinson and
Granada Theaters on April 4, 1940. A few indignant
locals protested that the film was an outrage due to its
inaccuracies.

Santa Fe Trail (1940)
Undoubtedly the worst Kansas history on film, Santa
Fe Trail stars Raymond Massey as a fanatical and curi-

THE COWBOY CRAZE DURING

THE MID TWENTIETH CENTU-
RY WAS RESPONSIBLE FOR

THE DEVELOPMENT OF A

NUMBER OF WESTERN

“SPIN-OFF” PRODUCTS.
COWBOY CLOTHING, TOY SIX-
GUNS AND RIFLES, COMIC

AND COLORING BOOKS, AND

LUNCH BOXES FEATURED

EVERY WESTERN HERO

FROM WYATT EARP TO THE

LONE RANGER AND CAP-
TURED THE HEARTS OF KIDS

EVERYWHERE.



ously evil John Brown. The film also features Errol
Flynn, Olivia de Havilland, and Ronald Reagan.
Watch this one to howl at the historical gaffes.

Abilene Town (1946)
It’s farmers versus cowboys in an all-out war on the
streets of Abilene. Randolph Scott plays the marshal
who settles the conflict and wins the saloon-girl-with-
a-heart-of-gold.

Renegade Girl (1946)
Confederate spy Jean Shelby rides with Quantrill in
this morality play for the 1940s. Hard to find, but very
campy, this is a raider picture with a twist—a woman
is in the lead role.

Red River (1948)
Rumors of an alternate cattle-drive route send Tom
Dunson ( John Wayne) and Matt Garth (Montgomery
Clift) up the Chisholm Trail to Abilene. Red River was
nominated for two Academy Awards. Watch it for the
cinematography alone.

Gunsmoke (1955–1975)
This television classic recently celebrated its fiftieth
anniversary. Digitally remastered episodes are available
on DVD in special anniversary sets. It’s a must-see for
Western lovers.
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ALTHOUGH NOT FILMED IN KANSAS,
DODGE CITY WAS ONE OF TWO

WESTERNS THAT PREMIERED IN THE

STATE. ERROL FLYNN AND OLIVIA

DE HAVILLAND WERE AMONG THE

FILM’S STARS PHOTOGRAPHED AT

DODGE CITY’S TRAIN STATION BE-
FORE ATTENDING THE PREMIER ON

APRIL 1, 1939.
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Hollywood’s depiction of our state is the subject of a new spe-
cial exhibit at the Kansas Museum of History. Blazing Guns &
Rugged Heroes: Kansas in the Westerns compares cinematic in-
terpretations of Kansas history to the real thing. Movie buffs,
Western fans, and Baby Boomers will be thrilled by this exhib-
it, which features more than two hundred striking movie
posters and lobby cards dating from the 1940s through the
1960s. It also includes Western artifacts borrowed from both
museum and private collections:

• Set chair used by Walter Brennan
• Shirt worn by John Wayne in 1930s “B” Westerns
• Saloon doors from the set of Gunsmoke
• Garments worn by Amanda Blake (Miss Kitty) and Milburn

Stone (Doc) on Gunsmoke
• Cowboy hat worn by Tex Ritter
• Saddle and chaps used by Kansan Jess Willard
• Jacket given by Tom Mix to Kansas Western star Reb Russell.

Blazing Guns & Rugged Heroes runs from January 27 through
September 30, 2006. For more information, visit our website at
www.kshs.org; phone 785-272-8681, ext. 426.


